Problem Solving Cases In Microsoft Access And Excel
Show your students how to maximize the advantages of the latest Access database management system and Excel spreadsheet to effectively analyze and solve real-world business problems with PROBLEM-SOLVING CASES IN MICROSOFT ACCESS AND EXCEL, 14TH ANNUAL EDITION. Packed with hands-on applications, this edition highlights six user-friendly tutorials that build students’ practical knowledge as they walk step-by-step through each software application’s capabilities. Twelve all-new case studies present scenarios and problems common in real-life practice while a wealth of online instructor resources support your teaching. In addition, a unique emphasis on skill-building integration requires students to use Access and Excel together on cases, demonstrating the power when these applications work together. Count on PROBLEM-SOLVING CASES IN MICROSOFT ACCESS AND EXCEL to deliver today’s most up-to-date, practical guide for the widely used Access and Excel programs.
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Customer Reviews
The textbook starts off with great information then sometimes lacks the connection from one step to the next in completing the problem or in this situation the case problem.
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